
PAINT PROTECTION 
FILMS



PROTECT YOUR VEHICLE WITH GRAFIGUARD PPF

WING MIRRORS

WINGS

BONNETS

ENTIRE VEHICLE

HEADLIGHTS
Grafiguard Paint Protection Films (PPF) are designed to protect the 
vulnerable parts of cars, bicycles, motorbikes, etc…  
They are mostly transparent gloss, so the underlying colour remains 
perfectly visible. 
 
PPF films make it possible to protect your bumper, bonnet or the frame 
of your bicycle against stone chips, sand and scratches which will help 
maintain its residual value.



EXCEPTIONAL 
PPF PERFOMANCE

GRAFIGUARD THERMO-PLASTIC 
POLYURETHANE FILMS (TPU)

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
GG10: 100 micron
GG15: 150 micron
GG20: 200 micron

Excellent for full or part wraps

- Gloss fi nish
- Permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive
- Up to 8 year outdoor durability
- Double-sided PE-coated polyester (PET) carrier of 110 g/m²
- Wet application

Grafi Guard TPU is a gloss crystal clear extremely 
strong paint protection fi lm which virtually 
eliminates the risk of stone chips, scratches 
and paint damage to your car while 
helping to retain its residual value

GRAFIGUARD THERMO-PLASTIC 
POLYURETHANE FILMS (TPU)
Excellent for full or part wraps

Grafi Guard TPU is a gloss crystal clear extremely strong paint protection fi lm which virtually 
eliminates the risk of stone chips, scratches and paint damage to your car while helping to 
retain its residual value

GRAFIGUARD SELF HEALING FILMS
Excellent for full or part wraps

Grafi Guard Self-healing paint protection fi lms are premium thermoplastic 
polyurethane fi lms with self-healing properties developed especially for 
protecting a vehicle‘s paint against stone chips and scratches.

Gloss (GGSHG15), 
Matt (GGSHM15)
Black high gloss (GGSHBG15)

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

- 150 Micron fi lms
- Excellent resistance to yellowing, staining, acid rain, etc.
- Permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive
- Double-sided PE-coated polyester 
   (PET) carrier of 120 g/m²
- Small scratches disappear with the help of heat
- Up to 8 year outdoor durability
- Hydrophobic
- Wet application

GRAFIGUARD PAINT PROTECTION FILMS (PVC)

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
SCP01: 120 micron    
SCP02: 240 micron    
P110G/P110M: 110 micron.  

Excellent for part wraps

- Permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive
- Protects paint work of a vehicle against stone 
 chips and scratches
-  Siliconised clay coated paper of 120 g/m² 
- Gloss fi nish or matt fi nish (P110M) -
- Up to 5 year outdoor durability -
- Wet or dry application

Wet application is only recommended 
on fl at or slightly contoured surfaces.

Grafi typ’s transparent paint protection 
calandered (PVC) . These offer excellent 
protection on fl at and slightly curved 
surfaces. 



For the latest prices or to buy online please visit
www.grafi typ.co.uk

Ordering materials or requesting a sample from GRAFITYP UK Ltd is simple and easy. 
Our customer sales team is available from 9.00am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday
01827 300500
sales@grafi typ.co.uk


